Model-based redatuming and correlation-based redatuming methods are theoretically compared to one another. A correlation-based redatuming method uses natural phase information in the data to time shift the weighted traces so that they appear to be generated by sources (or recorded by geophones) shifted in location. In this paper, we show that all of the redatuming methods are based on a common formula. From this formula, we can assess the relative weaknesses and strengths of each method.
Introduction
Redatuming seismic data by the wave equation has long been used by the oil industry to remove elevation statics or to mitigate the defocusing effects of certain geologic bodies, such as the weathering zone or salt domes. The idea is to apply time shifts to the data so that the traces appear to be generated and recorded, respectively, by sources and receivers relocated below the distorting geologic bodies. These time shifts are introduced by applying either Kirchhoff or wave equation-based extrapolation operators to the data. The problem, however, is that the geologic velocity model must be known in order for the wave-equation based methods to work. For example, areas with severe statics problems preclude an effective velocity analysis.
Recently, new redatuming methods based on crosscorrelation of seismic data have been developed to overcome the model-based limitations of wave-equation statics. These new redatuming methods include RTA (Fink, 1992) , daylight imaging (Rickett and Claerbout, 1999) , interferometric body wave imaging (Schuster et al., 2004) , interferometric coda imaging (Snieder et al., 2002) and virtual source imaging (Bakulin and Calvert, 2004) . Notable contributions to the theory of correlation-based imaging have been recently made by Wapenaar (2003) , and Wapenaar et al. (2004) . As will be shown, these methods all require weighted correlation of the traces with one another, followed by summation over all sources and they differ from one another by their choice of weights.
Theory
The theory for the correlation-based redatuming methods is now presented. The starting point is an integral forward modeling equation.
Forward Modeling. We will determine the forward modeling equation for representing the scattered field along the buried geophones g B2 for a surface source along s B0 as shown in Figure 1 . According to Green's theorem the downgoing field D(s |s) acts as a secondary source along the geophone string positions s , and reradiates to give a downward going field at the reflector positions x along B2 approximately represented by
where the weighted Green's function G(g |s ) satisfies the Helmholtz equation for a point source at s and a buried geophone at g in a medium with a smooth velocity background. The downgoing field is incident on the reflector along B2 to give rise to reflected upgoing waves U (g |s) recorded at B1. These upgoing fields can be represented by a weighted sum of Green's functions, where the weight is the reflection coefficient:
Here, R(x ) represents the incident-angle-independent reflection coefficient for the interface along B2. Plugging equation 1 into equation 2 yields:
where the reflection response is given by Γ(g |s ) = B 2 G(g |x )R(x )G(x |s )dx , the redatumed shot gather. The above equation represents the forward modeling equation that is used to compute a shot gather for a surface source and scattered energy recorded along the buried geophone string at B1. The scattering exclusively occurs along the B2 interface. In addition, Γ(g |s ) represents a shot gather with both the source and receiver located along the drill string, i.e., the redatumed shot gather. The next section shows how to invert this equation to get Γ(g |s ) for g , s B1.
Inverse Modeling. Claerbout (1992) reiterated the idea that the inverse to the forward modeling problem (i.e., equation 3) can be approximated by taking the inner product of the adjoint kernel D(s |s) * with the data U (g |s) to get an estimate of the model, which in our case is the reflection response Γ(g |s ). Therefore,
where Γ(g |s ) is the redatumed shot gather and the integration is over the surface sources along B0. A more accurate inverse can be obtained by recognizing that equation 3, after substituting in the asymptotic Green's function at high frequencies, is a generalized Radon transform (GRT) similar to that given in Beylkin (1985) . Thus, the asymptotic inverse can be estimated by an inner product of the data with the weighted adjoint:
where k(g |s |s) is the asymptotic inverse kernel. Different approximations to this kernel k(g |s |s) lead to various forms of redatuming algorithms:
(6) where so is the specular source point that excites a specular ray that passes through s and g , W (ω) represents the actual source spectrum and W(ω) represents the desired spectrum. The M(ω, s, s ) represents the spectrum of a muting function in the time domain that zeros out all but the arrival of interest in the space-time traces, and represents spectral convolution. The next subsections will explain the meaning of each kernel.
Daylight and Reverse Time Acoustics Redatuming. The RTA and daylight redatuming kernel in equation 6 represents the daylight imaging algorithm developed by Claerbout and his students in the 1990's (Rickett and Claerbout, 1999) . He proposed that seismic data generated by a random distribution of buried sources and measured on the free surface could be naturally transformed to traces generated by surface sources. The key idea is that the upcoming waves U (s |s) direct from buried sources at s strike the earth's free surface at s and reradiate downward, as if each point s on the free surface acted as a secondary source. This is illustrated in Figure 2 , which is identical to Figure 1 except the surface source in Figure 1 has been reflected across B1 and B1 is now a free surface. These secondary sources at s excite a new family of upgoing reflections U (g |s) ghost measured at g on the free surface. To reset the initiation time of these recorded ghost reflections to time zero we crosscorrelate the recorded source arrivals U (s |s) direct with the ghosts and sum over all surface source positions:
The summation over the randomly distributed sources is needed in order to achieve diversity of incident source rays at s , which can excite a diversity of specular reflections for a secondary source at s and receiver at g . Note, in equation 7 replace U (g |s) ghost → U (g |s) and
Interferometric Redatuming. The interferometric redatuming kernel can be found lurking in the interferometric imaging equations presented by Schuster et al. (2004) 1 . For the Figure 2 model, the interferometric imaging equations for migrating ghost reflections is given by:
with
where m(x ) is the migration image at the trial image point x , e −iω(τ g x +τ x s ) is the migration kernel, τ xx represents the traveltime for waves to propagate from x to x , U (s |s) direct * = M(ω, s, s ) U (s |s) * is the windowed direct wave,
is the filter for source-wavelet deconvolution and the redatumed data Γ(g |s ). Here is a small positive damping coefficient.
Virtual Source Imaging. Virtual source imaging was introduced by Bakulin and Calvert (2004. The kernel k(g |s |s) = W(ω) |D(s |s)|
is designed to convert downgoing wave records at the receiver string in Figure 1 into pulses at zero time. Here, the time-reversed wavefield for D(s |s) will phase-deconvolve the physical source and source-to-well transmission response to zero-phase at time zero, W(ω) is the desired pulse wavelet taken to have the highest common bandwidth of the D(g |s) and 1/(|D(s |s)| 2 + ) gives a stabilized amplitude deconvolution. If this filter is applied to D(s |s) * U (g |s) and summed over s (see equation 5) we collect all the energy arriving upwards at g that has also passed through s and been converted to a pulse. Thus, provided the physical source has illuminated s with downgoing waves that are scattered back to g , we have a way of imaging this energy as though we had a virtual source with known pulse W at s .
Kirchhoff Redatuming. Most conventional datuming techniques require a detailed knowledge of the velocity model above the datum horizon. Thus, a good estimate of the velocity model must be known to accurately extrapolate data from the measuring plane to another depth level. Typically, both shots and receivers are extrapolated.
Inserting the kernel k(g |s |s) = G(s |s)
* /D(s |s) * into equation 5 yields the source extrapolation (i.e., redatuming) operator. This differs from the correlation-based redatuming methods in that the redatuming kernel is not natural because the Green's functions must be computed from an a priori velocity model.
Specular Interferometric Redatuming. If the kernel in equation 5 is replaced by k(g |s |s)
where s0 is the special source position on the surface such that a specular transmitted ray intersects both the given values of s and a given trial image point x , as depicted in Figure 3 . In this case, s0 is a function of the specified points s and x . Therefore, equation 11 says that the trace at g is advanced in time by exactly the traveltime for specular energy to go from the surface at s0 to the drill string point at g and then down to the trial image point x . This is denoted as redatuming by a semi-natural Green's function (Schuster, 2003) , or more concisely "specular interferometric redatuming". The specular ray can be found by using Fermat's principle to find s0 for a given s and trial image point x :
once s0 is identified thenτ s s 0 is the direct wave picked from the data (see Figure 3b) . Note, the τ x s in the minimization brackets is computed by ray tracing from the model.
Least Squares Redatuming. A convenient form for the inverse of equation 3 is obtained by representing it's discrete form in matrix-vector notation:
where U → u and Γ → γ are N x1 vectors and D → D is an N xN matrix. The least squares estimate of the reflection response function Γ(g |s ) is then given by
where the Hessian inverse is given by [D
is the adjoint of the forward modeling operator in equation 3.
A least squares solution to equation 13 gives the least squares kernel in equation 6. In principle this should provide the most effective datuming; in practice it is fraught with ill-conditioning problems because the kernel is not singular-like. But this is a challenge that will be addressed in the future.
Summary
We have reviewed the theory underlying both modelbased redatuming and correlation-based redatuming methods. The natural methods (daylight imaging, interferometric imaging, reverse-time acoustics, virtual source imaging) are superior to the model-based methods in that they do not require a velocity model and eliminate statics at either the source and/or receiver locations. They can be used to redatum surface data to other datum levels. Natural redatuming methods can all be described as summing weighted correlations of the traces for all of the source or receiver positions. These methods differ from one another by their choice of weights. In the frequency domain, we have the following (correlation weight, redatum method) pairs: (1, daylight imaging), (inverse source wavelet, interf erometry), (inverse trace, virtual source), (Hessian inverse, least squares interf erometry). and (1, reverse−time − acoustics). Least squares interferometry and virtual source imaging methods are potentially the most powerful because they account for a wide diversity of arrivals in the data, leading to the possibility of superresolution. On the other hand, the interferometric imaging strategy is more flexible in that it can precisely target selected events for imaging, leading to a wide variety of applications such as redatuming methods for CDP reflections, converted waves, transmission waves and pegleg multiples. This picture is obtained by reflecting the source rays in Figure 1 across the receiver string and replacing the B1 by a free surface. 
